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1 ⟨∗package⟩

1 Introduction

This is a package that can create fancy, transparent captions to photos,\textsuperscript{1} or any graphics file. The captions can be set to be continually visible, or only visible on roll-over. Captions can be placed horizontally and vertically with optional arguments. A visible, possibly transparent, border can be placed around the caption as well.

2 Package Options

\texttt{display1} The \texttt{display1} option is used to create a photo album, a single PDF that contains many photos with captions which are accessible by clicking thumbnails.

\verbatim
\DeclareOption{display1}{\AtEndOfPackage{\dc@input@displayi}}\endverbatim

\textsuperscript{1}Transparent here means having an opacity between 0 and 1.
3 \def\dc@input@displayi{\InputIfFileExists{digi-p1.def}{}}
4 \ProcessOptions

3 Code
Let’s get this show on the road!

3.1 Required Packages
The package builds on packages developed as part of AeB or AeB Pro:

- **aeb-pro**: supplies support for layers and JavaScript management of layers
- **graphicxbox**: places a graphic as the background of a box
- **opacity-pro**: creates the transparency effects
- **eforms**: use to create Acrobat form buttons with a roll-over action to make roll-over captions visible or hidden.

The graphicx package is also used to import digital photos, or other graphics.

5 \RequirePackage{eforms}
6 \RequirePackage{graphicx}
7 \RequirePackage{graphicxbox}
8 \RequirePackage{opacity-pro}

3.2 \opcolorbox
The following are the definitions of the key-value pairs used by \opcolorbox. A brief description of their purpose appears in the section devoted to \opcolorbox.

9 \def\dc@nocolord{nocolor}
10 \define@key{opcolorbox}{borderwidth}[2pt]{\def\opcb@borderwidth{#1}}
11 \define@key{opcolorbox}{fboxsep}[6pt]{\def\opcb@fboxsep{#1}}
12 \define@key{opcolorbox}{width}[^{\textwidth}]{\def\opcb@width{#1}}
13 \define@key{opcolorbox}{bordercolor}[black]{\def\opcb@bordercolor{#1}}
14 \define@key{opcolorbox}{bgcolor}[white]{\def\opcb@bgcolor{#1}}
15 \define@key{opcolorbox}{borderop}[^{.5}]{\def\opcb@borderop{#1}}
16 \define@key{opcolorbox}{bordertextop}[^{1}]{\def\opcb@bordertextop{#1}}
17 \define@key{opcolorbox}{bgop}[^{.5}]{\def\opcb@bgop{#1}}
18 \define@key{opcolorbox}{textop}[^{1}]{\def\opcb@textop{#1}}
19 \define@key{opcolorbox}{borderblend}[Normal]{%\def\opcb@borderblendmode{#1}}
20 \define@key{opcolorbox}{bgblend}[Normal]{\def\opcb@bgblendmode{#1}}
22 \setkeys{opcolorbox}{borderwidth,fboxsep,width,bordercolor,bgcolor,\%
borderop,bordertextop,borderblend,bgblend,\%

\opcolorbox A general purpose color box that creates two color boxes, a larger one with a smaller one centered vertically and horizontally inside the larger one. Transparent options allow separate control over the opacity settings of the larger and smaller rectangle as well as the text that is written within the smaller rectangle.
Optional key-values for the first parameter

**borderwidth:** The border width. The default is 2pt

**fboxsep:** The space between the border and the text, the default is 6pt

**width:** The width of \parbox, the default is \linewidth

**bordercolor:** A named color of border, the default is black. A special value of nocolor is recognized, in that case, no color is applied.

**bgcolor:** A named color of background, the default is white. A special value of nocolor is recognized, in that case, no color is applied.

**borderop:** A number type, the opacity for border 0 ≤ number ≤ 1, the default is .5

**bgop:** A number type, the opacity for background 0 ≤ number ≤ 1, the default is .5

**textop:** A number type, the opacity for text 0 ≤ number ≤ 1, the default is 1

**borderblend:** The blend mode for the border, the default is Normal

**bgblend:** The blend mode for the background, the default is Normal

Second parameter, required. The text that goes within the box.

```latex
\def\dc@mark{[space]}% 
\newcommand{\opcolorbox}[2][\begingroup
  \edef\dc@tmp@exp{\noexpand\setkeys{opcolorbox}{#1}}\dc@tmp@exp
  \ifx\opcb@bgcolor\dc@nocolor\let\opcb@set@bgcolor\mbox
  \else\def\opcb@set@bgcolor{\colorbox{\opcb@bgcolor}}\fi
  \ifx\opcb@bordercolor\dc@nocolor\let\opcb@set@bordercolor\mbox
  \else\def\opcb@set@bordercolor{\colorbox{\opcb@bordercolor}}\fi
  \setlength{\fboxsep}{\opcb@borderwidth}\setlength{\fboxrule}{0pt}%
  \begin{settransparency}\[\opcb@borderblendmode]\{\opcb@bordertextop\%
  \{\opcb@borderop\%
  \opcb@set@bordercolor{\parbox[c]{\opcb@width}{%
  \setlength{\fboxsep}{\opcb@fboxsep}\setlength{\fboxrule}{0pt}%
  \begin{settransparency}\[\opcb@bgblendmode]\{\opcb@textop\%
  \{\opcb@bgop\%
  \opcb@set@bgcolor{\parbox[c]{\linewidth-2\fboxsep}{}%
  \begin{settransparency}\[\opcb@textop]\{\opcb@textop\%
  #2%
  \end{settransparency}\%
  \end{settransparency}\%
  \endgroup
```
3.3 \digiCap and \digiCap*

The \digiCap command is defined in this section; there is an * option that changes the caption into a rollover. Before we get started, we define several commands that support some of the options for this command.

The \digiCaptionPlacement command accomplishes two things: It records the document author’s choice for vertical placement of the caption (saving it in \aebCaptionPlacement), and calculates the amount of vertical displacement needed to overlay the rollover form field correctly over the picture. Possible values for \#1 and b, c, and t. The default is b. This command is called when the author sets \vcaption, a key belonging to the \dcCommands family. Defined below.

```
\def\digiCaptionPlacement#1{
\def\digiCaptionPlacement{(Opt)}%
\if\digiCaptionPlacement c%
  \def\digiCaptionPlacement{-\digiGraphicHalfHeight+3pt}\else
\if\digiCaptionPlacement t%
  \def\digiCaptionPlacement{-\digiGraphicHeight}\else
\def\digiCaptionPlacement{b}%
  \def\digiCaptionPlacement{(Opt)}%
\fi\fi
}\fi\fi
```

We set the horizontal placement of the caption, possible values are l, c, and r. The default is c. This command is called when the author sets \hcaption, a key belonging to the \dcCommands family. Defined below.

```
\def\digiHCaptionPlacement#1{
\if\digiHCaptionPlacement l\def\digiHPlacement{\relax}\else
\if\digiHCaptionPlacement c\def\digiHPlacement{\hfil}\else
\if\digiHCaptionPlacement r\def\digiHPlacement{\hfill}\else
\def\digiHPlacement{\relax}\fi\fi\fi
}\fi\fi
```

This is the command that inserts the caption

```
#1=path to graphic
#2=box content (#3-#5 are included in the box content)
#3=KVPairs of \opcolorbox
#4=content of \opcolorbox
#5=either empty or \eBld, if layers used
```
These two commands may be used within the `<caption>` argument of the command `\digiCap`. `\graphicHeight` is used to set the height of a `\parbox` for a vertically oriented caption. An example appears in the demo file.

\begin{verbatim}
def\graphicHeight{\dc@graphicHeight-2\fboxsep-\dc@outerboxsep-\dc@outerboxsep-\opcb@borderwidth-\opcb@borderwidth}
def\graphicWidth{\dc@graphicWidth-2\fboxsep-\dc@outerboxsep-\dc@outerboxsep-\opcb@borderwidth-\opcb@borderwidth}
\end{verbatim}

A command that places a picture as background of a box, and places a, possibly, transparent caption, optionally, with a border. The syntax is...

\begin{verbatim}
digiCap[<dc@commands_kvps>]
    {<file>}{<opcolorbox_fam_kvps>}{<caption>}
\end{verbatim}

or

\begin{verbatim}
digiCap*[<dc@commands_kvps>]
    {<file>}{<opcolorbox_fam_kvps>}{<caption>}
\end{verbatim}

If the optional `*` appears, then `\dc@digiCapRollover` is called, otherwise, `\dc@digiCap`.

The `dc@commands xkeyval` family is defined below.

**Optional key-values for the first parameter.** This set of parameters control the placement of the caption on top of the background picture. There is also a parameter to set the `\includegraphics` options, and the underlying form field name, in the case of a rollover.

- **outerboxsep**: The space the surrounds the boundary of the caption, the default is `3pt`.
- **vcaption**: The vertical placement of the caption on the background graphic, possible values are `b`, `c`, and `t`. The default is `b`.
- **hcaption**: The horizontal placement of the caption on the background graphic, possible values are `l`, `c`, and `r`. The default is `c`.
- **inclgraphicx**: The value of this key is a list of key-value pairs that are passed on to the underlying `\includegraphics` command.
- **rollovername**: The basename of the push button form field that is used for a rollover effect. This command is used only with `\digiCap*`, ignored otherwise. For the `\digiCap*` command, this key is optional, if not present, this package supplies a name.
Second parameter, required. The second parameter <file> is the path to the graphic to be use as a background to this box.

Optional key-values for the third parameter. The options for the underlying \opcolorbox. See above for a listing and description.

Fourth parameter, required. The content of the caption.

\define@key{dc@commands}{outerboxsep}[3pt]{\def\dc@outerboxsep{#1}}
\define@key{dc@commands}{vcaption}[b]{\dc@vCaptionPlacement{#1}}
\define@key{dc@commands}{hcaption}[c]{\dc@hCaptionPlacement{#1}}
\define@key{dc@commands}{inclgraphicx}[]{{\def\dc@inclgraphicx{#1}\dc@incgfx@addkeys}}
\let\dc@incgfx@addkeys\@empty
\define@key{dc@commands}{rollovername}[]{{\gdef\dc@rollovername{#1}{}{}}
\ifx\dc@rollovername\@empty
{\count0=\dc@rollover@cnt\advance\count0by1\relax
\xdef\dc@rollover@cnt{\the\count0}
\xdef\dc@rollovername{Cnt\dc@rollover@cnt}}
\fi
\let\dc@rollovername\@empty
\setkeys{dc@commands}{outerboxsep,vcaption,hcaption,inclgraphicx}
\newcommand{\digiCap}{\@ifstar{\dc@digiCapRollover}{\dc@digiCap}}
\newcommand{\dc@digiCap}{\begingroup
\edef\dc@exp{\noexpand\setkeys{dc@commands}{#1}}\dc@exp
\def\dc@filename{#2}\setlength{\fboxsep}{\dc@outerboxsep}\
\dc@@digiCap
\newcommand{\dc@@digiCap}{\begingroup
\edef\dc@exp{\noexpand\setkeys{Gin}{\dc@inclgraphicx}}\dc@exp
\edef\dc@exp{\setbox0=\noexpand\hbox{\noexpand\includegraphics[draft,\dc@inclgraphicx]{\dc@filename}}\dc@exp\dimen0=\dp0 \advance\dimen0-\ht0
\edef\dc@graphicHeight{\the\dimen0}
\edef\dc@graphicWidth{\the\wd0}
\dc@calc@adj@width{#1}\parbox{\dc@graphicWidth}{%\dc@insert@graphic@opcolor@boxes{\dc@filename}{#1}{#2}{}}}\endgroup}
\newcommand{\dc@digiCapRollover}{\begingroup
\edef\dc@exp{\noexpand\setkeys{dc@commands}{#1}}\dc@exp
\def\dc@filename{#2}\setlength{\fboxsep}{\dc@outerboxsep}\
\dc@@digiCapRollover
\newcommand{\dc@digiCapRollover}{\begingroup
\edef\dc@exp{\noexpand\setkeys{Gin}{\dc@inclgraphicx}}\dc@exp
\edef\dc@exp{\setbox0=\noexpand\hbox{\noexpand\includegraphics[draft,\dc@inclgraphicx]{\dc@filename}}\dc@exp\dimen0=\dp0 \advance\dimen0-\ht0
\edef\dc@graphicHeight{\the\dimen0}
\edef\dc@graphicWidth{\the\wd0}
\dc@calc@adj@width{#1}\parbox{\dc@graphicWidth}{%\dc@insert@graphic@opcolor@boxes{\dc@filename}{#1}{#2}{}}}\endgroup}
This is a listing of options to be used by the push button that supplies the rollover effect.

\def\digiCapsPresets#1{\W0\BG{}\BC{}\H{N}\autoCenter{n}\% rollover mod
  \AA\AAMouseEnter{\JS{toggleSetThisLayer("#1",true);}}\%
  \AAMouseExit{\JS{toggleSetThisLayer("#1",false);}}}\
\def\hiddenPresets{}

\section{A Layout for Digital Display (Photo album)}

This segment of code provides for a layout to display digital images. Thumbnails of the images are lined up in rows or columns. When the user rolls over a thumb, a large version of that photo appears in the display area. The photos can optionally contain a short caption, and a longer caption. This latter caption appears on a transparent background on top of the photo (\digiCap is used here).

### 3.4.1 Embedding Images/Creating Thumb Appearances

Embed each image using \embedEPS, then create other images of that digital in normal, rollover and down appearances. These are used for the form field thumbnails.
This command is executed in the preamble of the document. The one argument is a comma delimited list of four parameters:

\PicsThisDoc
{%
 {embed_name}{graphic_path}{short_caption}{long_caption},
 {embed_name}{graphic_path}{short_caption}{long_caption},
 ... 
 {embed_name}{graphic_path}{short_caption}{long_caption}
%
}\PicsThisDoc

We pass each set of four arguments on to \dc@setPicsAndCaptions for processing.

\newcommand{\PicsThisDoc}[1]{%
 \@for\@args:=#1\do{\expandafter\dc@setPicsAndCaptions\@args}%
}
\def\dc@setPicsAndCaptions#1#2#3#4{%\dc@embedEPSCreateAppearances{#1}{#2}%\dc@defTheseCaptions{#1}{#3}{#4}%}

This command embeds the graphic file #2, names that file as #1. The name #1 is later used to show the figure. The graphicx package is used here. This command also builds images used in the appearance states of the thumbnail images. The appearance states can be redefined, as desired.

\setThumbAppearances
Set the appearances of the thumbnail images. There are three appearances: normal, rollover and push. The settings for these parameters are use in the command \dc@embedEPSCreateAppearances.

There is one optional argument, the value of this optional argument is the name of one of the photos; in this case, the second argument is used only for that picture. This way, you can change the appearance of the thumbs. Normally, they would all look the same.

\newcommand{\setThumbAppearances}[2]{%
 \def\dc@argi{#1}\ifx\dc@argi\@empty\def\dc@thumbApprs{#2}\else\expandafter\def\csname dc@thumbApprs@#1\endcsname{#2}\fi
}
\define@key{dc@ro@appr}{normalop}[.5]{\def\dc@ro@appr@normalopacity{#1}}
\define@key{dc@ro@appr}{rolloverop}[1]{\def\dc@ro@appr@rolloveropacity{#1}}
\define@key{dc@ro@appr}{downop}[.3]{\def\dc@ro@appr@downopacity{#1}}
\define@key{dc@ro@appr}{boundarywidth}[30]{\def\dc@ro@appr@boundarywidth{#1}}
\define@key{dc@ro@appr}{rgbcolor}[]{}{\def\dc@ro@appr@rgbcolor{#1}\ifx\dc@ro@appr@rgbcolor\@empty}
\def\dc@ro@appr@rgbcolor{#1}\ifx\dc@ro@appr@rgbcolor\@empty}
Set the default values for these key-value pairs.

This command embeds the graphic file \#2, names that file as \#1. The name \#1 is later used to show the figure. The graphicxsp package is used here. This command also builds images used in the appearance states of the thumbnail images. The appearance states can be redefined, as desired.

\def\dc@embedEPSCreateAppearances#1#2{\embedEPS[transparencyGroup]{\#1}{\#2} \@ifundefined{dc@thumbApprs@\#1}{{\edef\dc@tmp@exp{\setkeys{dc@ro@appr}{\csname dc@thumbApprs@\#1\endcsname}}}}\dc@tmp@exp
\begin{createImage}{bboxOf{\#1}}{n\#1}
gsave
\dc@mark/ca \dc@ro@appr@normalopacity
/CA \dc@ro@appr@normalopacity
/SetTransparency pdfmark
\urxOf{\#1} .1 mul \uryOf{\#1} .1 mul moveto
currentpoint translate
.8 .8 scale
\dc@mark{\#1} /SP pdfmark
grestore
\end{createImage}
\begin{createImage}{bboxOf{\#1}}{r\#1}
gsave
\dc@mark/ca \dc@ro@appr@rolloveropacity
/CA \dc@ro@appr@rolloveropacity
/SetTransparency pdfmark
grestore
\end{createImage}
This command takes that short and long captions and saves them in a text macro under the name \#1Caption and \#1Text, where \#1 is the graphic name.

\def\dc@defTheseCaptions#1#2#3{% 
  \expandafter\gdef\csname #1Caption\endcsname{#2} \% 
  \expandafter\gdef\csname #1Text\endcsname{#3} \% 
}%

3.4.2 Placing the elements on the page

This section of the code is devoted to defining the commands to insert the various elements on the page: the photos, the captions, and the thumbs.

A command to create a text macro. The argument is a comma delimited list of photo names.

\newcommand{\presentationOrder}[1]{\def\dc@presentationOrder{#1}}

These two commands are used to pass optional arguments to \digiCap. \ with various required arguments). These controls for the appearance, transparancy, and positioning of the long caption box. These \dcFirstOpt and \dcSecondOpt are passed as the first optional parameter and third parameters of the \digiCap command.

\newcommand{\dcFirstOpt}[2][]{\% 
  \def\dc@argi{#1}\ifx\dc@argi\@empty\def\dc@icontrol{#2}\else \expandafter\def\csname dc@icontrol@#1\endcsname{#2}\fi\} \%
\newcommand{\dcSecondOpt}[2][]{\% 
  \def\dc@argi{#1}\ifx\dc@argi\@empty\def\dc@iicontrol{#2}\else \expandafter\def\csname dc@iicontrol@#1\endcsname{#2}\fi\} \%
The following are the default settings for these controls. The values for the macros \texttt{\digiDSWidth} and \texttt{\digiDSHeight} are defined in \texttt{\digiDisplaySpace}.

\texttt{\dcFirstOpt\{vcaption=b, hcaption=c, outerboxsep=0pt\}}

\texttt{\dcSecondOpt\{borderwidth=0bp, fboxsep=10bp, bordercolor=nocolor, bgop=.7\}}

\texttt{\useRollovers}

Execute these commands to create rollovers for the long captions. The default is to use no rollovers.

\texttt{\def\useRollovers\{\def\dc@use@Rollover{*}\
\def\hiddenPresets\{\F\FHidden\}\}
\def\noRollovers\{\let\dc@use@Rollover\@empty\}
\let\dc@use@Rollover\@empty}

Don’t ask what this is.

\texttt{\def\dc@fudge\{\llap{.\hskip20in}\}}

\texttt{\longCapFmt}

Use this command to apply a global format to the long captions. For example, \texttt{\longCapFmt\{\bfseries\scriptsize\}}. The default setting does nothing.

\texttt{\newcommand\longCapFmt\[1\]{\def\dc@longCapFmt{#1}}
\longCapFmt{}}

\texttt{\dc@showPic}

This is the command that places the large digital image in the display area.

\texttt{\def\dc@showPic\#1\{\leavevmode\Bld{#1}\dc@fudge
\vbox to0pt{\vss\hbox to0pt{\hss
The \texttt{inclgraphicx} of the \texttt{dc@commands} family has a secret macro named \texttt{\gc@incgfx@addkeys} inserted in its definition. By default, \texttt{\gc@incgfx@addkeys} is \texttt{\let} equal to \texttt{\@empty}. We change that definition here to include the name of the graphic, so the document author does not have to bother. We also scale the picture to fit in the display space.

\texttt{\def\dc@incgfx@addkeys\{width=\digiDSWidth,\
height=\digiDSHeight, keepaspectratio, name=#1\}\%
\def\dc@sincgfx\{width=\digiDSWidth,\%
height=\digiDSHeight, keepaspectratio, name=#1\}\%
\ifdefined\dc@媳control@#1\{\expandafter\let\expandafter
\dc@媳control\expandafter=\csname dc@媳control@#1\endcsname\%
\ifdefined\dc@媳@include\{\expandafter\let\expandafter
\dc@媳@include\expandafter=\csname dc@媳@include@#1\endcsname\%
\endafter\digiCap\dc@use@Rollover\%
After determining which control for the first optional argument we insert rollovername=ro#1 to give the rollover a pre-determined name that we know
\newcommand{\digiDisplaySpace}[2]{{%  
\setlength{\dimen0}{#1}%  
\xdef\dc@thumbwidth{\the\dimen0}%  
}\}
\newcommand{\setWidthOfThumbs}{0pt}
\newcommand{\addvspacetorows}[1]{\def\dc@addvspacetorows{#1}}
\newcommand{\insertThumbs}{\setWidthOfThumbs{0pt} \addvspacetorows{1ex}}
and can use to give the rollover effect for the long caption, if requested. The rollover key is ignored, if \texttt{digiCap*} is not used.

\begin{verbatim}
digiDisplaySpace \newcommand{\digiDisplaySpace}[2]{{%  \setlength{\dimen0}{#1}%  \xdef\dc@thumbwidth{\the\dimen0}%  }\}
digiDisplaySpace \newcommand{\setWidthOfThumbs}{0pt}
digiDisplaySpace \newcommand{\addvspacetorows}[1]{\def\dc@addvspacetorows{#1}}
\end{verbatim}

\texttt{\digiDisplaySpace} A simple command to define a space to place the digital images into. The images are centered both horizontally and vertically in the display space. The first parameter is the height of the digital display, the second is the width. These dimensions are recorded in the macros \texttt{digiDSHeight} and \texttt{digiDSWidth}. This command can be redefined, but the developer needs to define these two macros.

\begin{verbatim}
\newcommand{\digiDisplaySpace}[2]{{%  \setlength{\dimen0}{#1}%  \xdef\dc@thumbwidth{\the\dimen0}%  }\}
\end{verbatim}

\texttt{\insertPhotos} This is a user-interface to inserting the photos into the display area. Used by \texttt{\digiDisplaySpace}.

\begin{verbatim}
\newcommand{\insertPhotos}{\edef\dc@tmp@exp{\noexpand\@for \noexpand\@args:=\dc@presentationOrder}\dc@tmp@exp\do{\edef\dc@tmp@exp{\noexpand\dc@showPic{\@args}}\dc@tmp@exp}{}
\end{verbatim}

\texttt{\shortCapFmt} User-interface to formatting the short captions.

\begin{verbatim}
\newcommand{\shortCapFmt}[1]{{\sffamily\bfseries\color{blue} \insertCaptions}
\end{verbatim}

The default caption formatting is given below.

\begin{verbatim}
\newcommand{\shortCapFmt}{\sffamily\bfseries\color{blue}}
\end{verbatim}

\texttt{\insertCaptions} The main command for inserting captions, these can be placed above or below the display area.

\begin{verbatim}
\newcommand{\insertCaptions}{\dc@fudge\edef\dc@tmp@exp{\noexpand\@for \noexpand\@args:=\dc@presentationOrder}\dc@tmp@exp\do{\edef\dc@tmp@exp{\noexpand\dc@showCaption{\@args}{\noexpand\csname\@args Caption\endcsname}}}\dc@tmp@exp}{}
\end{verbatim}

\texttt{\insertThumbs} The command to insert the thumbs in a tabular environment. The first argument is the number of rows, and second argument is the number of columns.
3.4.3 Form fields and JavaScript

We define a push button with a normal, rollover and push appearance. The JavaScript actions makes the picture in the display space visible, and making the previous picture hidden.

The command, \texttt{dc@digi@thumbs}, creates a push button with normal, down and rollover appearances. The JavaScript actions is to show execute the function \texttt{showThisPicture()}, which is defined as document JavaScript, below. The function manages the hiding and showing of layers, and if the \texttt{useRollovers} is in effect, manages the rollover field created by \texttt{digiCap*} command.

\begin{verbatim}
\def\normalAppr#1{n#1}
\def\downAppr#1{d#1}
\def\rolloverAppr#1{r#1}
\def\dc@digi@thumbs#1{\hfil%
\dimen0=\widthOf{#1}bp\relax\dimen2=\heightOf{#1}bp\relax
\ifdim\dimen0<\dimen2\relax
\edef\dc@argi{\string!}\edef\dc@argii{\dc@thumbwidth}\else
\edef\dc@argi{\dc@thumbwidth}\edef\dc@argii{\string!}\fi
\xdef\dc@tmp@exp{\noexpand\resizebox{\dc@argi}{\dc@argii}}%
\dc@tmp@exp{\pushButton[\autoCenter{n}\BC{}\BG{}\S{S}\W0
\A{\JS{}}
}
\end{verbatim}
The JavaScript function manages the hiding and showing of layers, and if the \useRollovers is in effect, manages the rollover field. The argument name is the name of the graph to be shown. The name one to be hidden is saved as the value of lastPicture.

$$\begin{align*}
\text{showThisPicture}("#1");
\begin{align*}
\text{lastPicture}="#1";
\text{this.dirty=false;}
\end{align*}
\end{align*}$$

$$\begin{align*}
\text{\}}\text{I\{\normalAppr{#1}\}\RI{\downAppr{#1}}{\IX{\rolloverAppr{#1}}}}
\end{align*}$$

\begin{align*}
\text{TP{1}\FB{true}}{\{pb#1\}{\widthOf{#1}bp}{\heightOf{#1}bp}}
\end{align*}$$

$$\begin{align*}
The \text{\useRollovers} \text{ function manages the hiding and showing of layers, and if the } \text{\useRollovers} \text{ is in effect, manages the rollover field. The argument name is the name of the graph to be shown. The name one to be hidden is saved as the value of lastPicture.}
\end{align*}$$

$$\begin{align*}
\text{\begin{insDLJS}\text{[showThisPicture}\{digidjs1\}\{Show This Picture\}}
\text{\begin{align*}
\text{var lastPicture="";}
\text{function showThisPicture(name) {}
\text{if (lastPicture != "") {}
\text{\begin{align*}
\text{var f = this.getField("dcRollover.ro"+lastPicture);
\text{if ( f != null ) f.display=display.hidden;}
\text{toggleSetThisLayer(lastPicture,false);}
\end{align*}}
\text{}}
\text{var f = this.getField("dcRollover.ro"+name);
\text{if ( f != null ) f.display=display.visible;}
\text{toggleSetThisLayer(name);}
\text{}}
\text{try { app.runtimeHighlight=false; app.focusRect=false; } catch(e) {}}
\text{\end{insDLJS}}
\end{align*}}
\end{align*}$$

$$\begin{align*}
\langle /\text{digidisplay1} \rangle
\end{align*}$$

$$\begin{align*}
14
\end{align*}$$
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\BC .................................. 142, 327
\BG .................................. 142, 327
\centering ............................ 269
\color ................................ 277
\colorbox ................................ 28, 30
\d@control ................................ 239, 260, 264
\d@iicontrol .......................... 242, 262, 264
\d@inc@gfx@addkeys ................ 88, 89, 257
\d@inclgraphicx .................... 88, 109, 111, 126, 128
\d@in@put@displayi .................. 2, 3
\d@insert@graphicx@opcolor@boxes . 74, 116, 138
\d@insertThumb@cr ................. 298, 303, 311
\d@longCapFmt ................. 253, 265
\d@mark ................ 24, 199, 204, 208, 211, 221, 223
\d@maxCols .................... 294, 296, 305, 309
\d@maxRows .................... 294, 304
\d@nocolor ................................ 9, 27, 29
\d@outerboxsep .............. 81, 83, 84, 105, 121
\d@presentationOrder ............ 237, 272, 279, 297
\d@ro@ppr@boundarywidth .......... 166, 212, 224
\d@ro@ppr@cmykcolor .................. 47, 181, 184, 185, 187, 188, 214, 226
\d@ro@ppr@downopacity ............ 164, 221, 222
\d@ro@ppr@normalopacity .......... 160, 199
\d@ro@ppr@rgbcolor ... 168, 170, 173, 174, 176, 177, 213, 215, 225, 227
\d@ro@ppr@rolloveropacity .......... 162, 208, 209
\d@rollover@cnt .................. 93–95, 99
\d@rollover@name .................. 91, 92, 95, 98, 122, 133, 136, 139, 140
\d@set@p@ics@and@captions .......... 149, 151
\d@show@caption .................. 276, 280
\d@show@pic ..................... 255, 273
\d@test@arg ....................... 308
\d@this@arg ..................... 297, 302, 306, 316
\d@thumb@apps ................. 156, 194
\d@thumb@width ............ 280, 295, 299, 323, 324
\d@tmp@exp ................... 26, 67, 104, 109, 110, 112, 119, 120, 127, 129,
\d@use@rollover ................. 193, 195, 196, 271–273, 278–280, 282, 325, 326
\d@v@caption@placement .......... 246, 248, 250, 263
\d@v@centering .................. 47, 58, 85
\d@first@opt ................. 238
\d@second@opt .................. 238
\DeclareOption .................. 2
\d@igicap .................. 84, 263
\d@igicap@presets .......... 135, 142
\d@igicap@display@space .......... 267
\d@igicap@dsheight .......... 258, 268
\d@igicap@dswidth .......... 257, 268
\dimen ................... 285, 286, 295, 321, 322

D
\d@caption@placement ............ 48, 50, 52, 55, 134
\d@c@i@control .................. 106, 108
\d@c@i@i@control .................. 123, 125
\d@c@i@i@c@p@i@rollover .......... 289, 298
\d@c@i@i@c@p@i@rollover ........ 72, 77
\d@calc@adj@width ............ 59–62, 156, 239, 242, 323–325
\d@calc@adj@width ............ 323–325
\d@calc@adj@width ............ 66, 115, 133
\d@caption@placement .......... 47, 49, 51, 54, 75
\d@def@these@captions .......... 153, 233
\d@def@these@captions .......... 316, 320
\d@def@these@captions .......... 102, 103
\d@def@these@captions .......... 101, 118
\d@def@these@captions .......... 152, 191
\d@filename .................. 105, 112, 116, 120, 129, 138
\d@fudge .................. 251, 255, 278
\d@get@next@arg .......... 306, 316
\d@graphic@half@height .......... 50, 131
\d@graphic@height ............ 52, 76, 80, 113, 130, 137
\d@graphic@width ............ 68, 76, 82, 114, 115, 132, 133, 137
\d@h@caption@placement .......... 59, 65, 86
\d@h@placement ............ 60–63, 77
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>U</th>
<th>W</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>\urx0f</td>
<td>201, 217, 229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\ury0f</td>
<td>201, 217, 229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\useRollovers</td>
<td>246</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>V</th>
<th>X</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>\vss</td>
<td>256, 266</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>